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Happily-ever-after.That&apos;s what happens when you get married.Right?Turns out sparkly rings,

cake and a fantastic wedding do not automatically grant you that, not even when it&apos;s all you

truly want.I&apos;m even starting to doubt the bottomless, unconditional love I share with the man I

married will be enough.I can&apos;t have happily ever after, know why?Because I can&apos;t give

Romeo what he truly wants. I&apos;ve tried. So hard. I won&apos;t be happy unless he is and

something is missing. Someone.Paparazzi are in my face. The flashing cameras and prying eyes

are everywhere. My secret is getting harder to hide, and I know the second the scoop is dished the

grip I have on the fraying rope of that happily ever after will snap right in my face.In our face.I

can&apos;t let that happen. No matter what.Because with or without a happy ending, Romeo comes

Before Anyone Else.*#BAE is book 8 in the Hashtag Series, this is a series that needs to be read in

order.
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Hashtag fan, but unsure if you want to pick up this book?Do it! Do it now!! You will not regret!!I knew

going into this book there was going to be a baby. And then there were three...that states it clearly.

And although I was always wanted to hear about them having a child, I wasn't sure how Cambria



Hebert would pull it off, a whole novel on it that is. Let me just say, WOW she totally did. But this

novel is way more then Romeo and Rimmel having a baby. The kicker of this story starts in the

prologue. Their story is one that millions go through in silence. But nope, you are not going to get

any spoilers from me. You have to read it. But its worth it. Its painful and real. This is a tissue box

read. There is laughter and joy, too. Just don't be surprise if you are crying one page and laughing

the next. Romeo and Rimmel are moving forward with their lives and in there marriage, but their

struggles are real, but so is the amazing love that we can all hope to find in our own lives.I don't

recommend this book if you haven't read the other in the series, just because they give so much

back history of these couples. Start with #Nerd if you are new, start where Romeo and Rimmel fall

in love and work your way through to this novel, learning that true love, it can get you through

anything. #Bae is beautiful and amazing. And while I am sad to see this series end, what an

amazing send off.

4.5 Stars#Bae by Cambria Hebert was a bitter sweet and beautiful ending to one of my favorite

series EVER!After #Heart ended, I was left wanting more of Rimmel and Romeo and seeing them

finally start a family, and finally we got what we wanted in this book. Seeing Rimmel and Romeo all

grown up from when we met them in #Nerd was awesome, but seeing the struggles they went

through in this book was heartbreaking. Things are definitely not easy for them and they deal with

some pretty emotional and heartbreaking things in the beginning of this book, but throughout

everything I knew things would work out for them, they deserve happiness, especially with

everything they have been through.Seeing everyone we've come to love throughout this series was

also awesome. I love Ivy and B, and getting to know Nova was awesome, same with Trent and

Drew, and we also go to see Rimmel and Romeo's mom, Valerie work through things that have

caused Rimmel pain in previous installments. Catching up with all of these amazing characters

made me want to dive right back into book one and start the series all over again!This book hit really

close to home for me, and to see how Cambria Hebert wrote about some trying times was perfect.

She dealt with some things that aren't pretty, but held truth in them for people who have

experienced what Rimmel and Romeo went through. I thank her for not brushing through some of

the things we saw in this book, and making the readers feel the pain of both Rimmel and Romeo!If

you haven't picked this series up yet, you are truly missing out. The #Hashtag Series is one

beautifully written series that had me falling in love over and over again with all the characters in

each and every book. As much as I hate to say a final goodbye to the family, I love how everything

ended for each of them.



>Book review - #Bae>I am an independent reviewer. This is the final book in the hashtag series and

ends in an HEA. All of the main characters are back in enough scenes to keep the readers happy.

Trent is my favorite character and he shines in this story. The reality of the curse of fame is

highlighted as the paparazzi both love and hate Rimmel while feeling they have a right to every

aspect of her life. Romeo is probably the most alpha ever in this book, which is so fun to see. He

even turns on B in certain situations, proving his absolute devotion to Rimmel.>The story had a lot

of humor, especially some author humor in the middle of the story. So funny! Seeing B and Romeo

in the princess bounce house was hysterical. I love all of the animals. They play a part in the story

and the characters have to take care of them throughout. The feelings in this book are all over the

place. I was choked up more than once due to situations and some of the heartfelt conversations.>I

was afraid to read this story. I expect so much from the author that I didn't want to be disappointed. I

shouldn't have worried. The story was exactly as I envisioned. I'd love to see a spin off series on the

second generation. This book is appropriate for an adult audience. I am giving the story 5 stars.

I have been a fan of all things #Hashtag since #Nerd. I'm an original reader, meaning I read this

series as it was written and released. Which also means I had to not so patiently wait for each new

book to release. I have not found a series I feel so a part of, ever! There is just something about

Romeo and Rimmel that drew me in and I've not been the same since!This #Bae may be the last

book in the #Hashtag series but I know these characters will forever continue in my mind. I know,

super corny but I dare you to read this series and tell me you don't feel the same.OK, here's my

spoiler free review: Cambria has created a family that, as a reader, I instantly wanted to be part of

too. Ever heard that saying "family isn't always people we're related to"? That's what she created

with an unlikely bunch of opposite kinds of people. And it's a beautiful family! As these characters

have grown she's led us through their growth and maturity with a natural progression and ease,

while still maintaining their true essence of character. They have each grown from college students,

each with their own struggle and " right of passage" experience. That experience brought them to be

the characters that as a reader I am proud. This series has it all! Love, hate, drama, reconciliation,

forgiveness, acceptance, pain, sorrow, happiness, and finally true joyfulness. I have already re read

this series more than once and I know I will again. Each re read is like going home for a family

reunion.
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